Utility of intraoperative frozen sections for thyroid nodules with prior fine needle aspiration cytology diagnosis.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the role of intraoperative frozen section (IFS) in determining the course of surgery in thyroid nodules with a prior fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy diagnosis. In addition, reliability of FNA interpretation to guide surgical management without IFS was investigated. This is a retrospective study of all patients who had a FNA biopsy, IFS, and final pathology performed on a thyroid nodule over a 9 month period. The extent of surgery at the time of the IFS was recorded. Subsequent change in surgical procedure following the IFS diagnosis was noted in each of the Bethesda diagnostic categories. 55% of the cases were deferred at IFS overall, with 68 and 86% in Bethesda III and IV categories, respectively. Overall, there was a change in management in 6% of cases. Our study does not support the use of IFS for nodules with prior FNA interpretation of Bethesda II, III, IV and VI as management was not significantly changed. IFS is of value for nodules with prior FNA diagnosis of Bethesda I for interpretation of nodule, and Bethesda V for planning surgery. A confirmatory diagnosis could not be rendered at IFS for lesions with follicular architecture, which comprised most of the cases in Bethesda III and IV.